Upgrade your Leaf Eater Original, Leaf Eater Plus, or Leaf Beater rain heads with a leaf-shedding, mosquito-proof, easy-clean replacement screen.

**PRODUCT DETAILS**

- RHAC01 Leaf Eater Original/Plus Clean Shield™ Screen
- RHAC02 Leaf Beater Clean Shield™ Screen

**FEATURES AND BENEFITS**

- Easy Install, low maintenance replacement screen
- Patented single screen technology for advanced debris shedding (Clean Shield™ technology)
- Enhances catchment efficiency by deflecting debris out of the flow of water
- Increases flow rate performance
- Mosquito-proof 955 micron Stainless Steel Screen

**COMPLIANCE**

- AS/NZS 3500.3:2003 Plumbing and Drainage – Stormwater Drainage
- enHealth Council – Guidance on the Use of Rainwater Tanks
- Preventing Mosquitoes Breeding
- Queensland Health Regulations 1996 (Part 8 – Mosquito Prevention)

**DISCLAIMER** This product specification is not a complete guide to product usage. Product specifications may change without notice. For more information visit rainharvesting.com.au. Keep this manual handy for future reference. © Rain Harvesting Pty Ltd.
Installation

WHAT’S IN THE BOX?

- Clean Shield™ screen

LEAF EATER ORIGINAL / PLUS CLEAN SHIELD

1. Remove and discard both the primary and secondary screen from your Leaf Eater Original/Plus rain head. (You won’t need either of them anymore.)
2. Ensure that your rain head is free from leaves and debris.
3. Take your Clean Shield™ screen and fit it into the front of your Leaf Eater Original/Plus (FIGURE 1).
4. Push down on the screen’s front and rear quick release tabs until it’s firmly in place, ensuring a tight fit within your rain head’s body (FIGURE 2).

LEAF BEATER CLEAN SHIELD

1. Remove and discard the screen from your Leaf Beater rain head. (You won’t need it anymore.)
2. Ensure that your rain head is free from leaves and debris.
3. Insert your Clean Shield™ screen into your rain head at an angle until the front rubber channel is nearly over the front lip of the body. You may need to wet the rubber seal to help it slide into place (FIGURE 1).
4. Fix the front of your upgrade screen into place by sliding the rubber channel (indicated in red) over the front lip of the body (indicated in green). (FIGURE 2).
5. Reaching towards the back of your Clean Shield™ screen, push down on the plastic frame (FIGURE 3) so that the rear edge is below the lowest notch and is firmly against the back wall of your Leaf Beater rain head.

MAINTENANCE

Your new Clean Shield™ screen requires minimal maintenance as it is mostly self-cleaning. If cleaning is required, simply remove the Clean Shield™ screen by lifting the quick release tabs, hose or brush it off, then replace it inside your Leaf Eater Original/Plus or Leaf Beater rain head.